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In humans, 𝛽-thalassemia dyserythropoiesis is characterized by expansion of early erythroid precursors and erythroid progenitors
and then ineffective erythropoiesis. This ineffective erythropoiesis is defined as a suboptimal production of mature erythrocytes
originating from a proliferating pool of immature erythroblasts. It is characterized by (1) accelerated erythroid differentiation,
(2) maturation blockade at the polychromatophilic stage, and (3) death of erythroid precursors. Despite extensive knowledge of
molecular defects causing 𝛽-thalassemia, less is known about the mechanisms responsible for ineffective erythropoiesis. In this
paper, we will focus on the underlying mechanisms leading to premature death of thalassemic erythroid precursors in the bone
marrow.

1. Introduction
Normal human adult hemoglobin (Hb) A (HbA) consists
of two pairs of globin chains, 𝛼2 𝛽2 , of which synthesis
is normally tightly coordinated to ensure equal production. 𝛽-thalassemia, one of the most common inherited
hemoglobinopathy in the world, is due to autosomal mutations in the gene encoding 𝛽-globin which induce an absence
or low-level synthesis of this protein in erythropoietic cells
[1]. The consequence of these mutations is an imbalance of
𝛼/𝛽-globin chain synthesis, mostly evident in the homozygous forms, leading to the accumulation of free 𝛼-globin
chains forming highly toxic aggregates [2]. Thalassemic

patients suffer from anemia resulting from shortened red
blood cell (RBC) survival, by hemolysis, and erythroid
precursors premature death in bone marrow (ineffective
erythropoiesis).
The first description of thalassemia was reported by Dr.
Thomas Cooley in 1925. There are a multiplicity of different
genetic mutations in 𝛽-thalassemia that give rise to a clinically heterogeneous spectrum ranging from asymptomatic
expression (thalassemia minor) and mild clinical anemia
(thalassemia intermedia) to classical, fatal Cooley’s anemia.
The term “Cooley’s anemia,” now termed 𝛽0 -thalassemia
major (TM), has been used synonymously with clinically
severe forms of 𝛽-thalassemia, characterized by a very high
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𝛼/non-𝛼 chains ratio, severe ineffective erythropoiesis, and
dependence on RBC transfusions to sustain live. Regular
transfusions (average every month) expose these patients to
iron overload and its live threatening systemic consequences,
which require iron chelation [1].
It is well established that the 𝛼/non-𝛼 ratio correlates with
the severity of disease [1, 3]. However, genotypic variability
impairing globin chain synthesis at known loci is often insufficient to explain the heterogeneity in clinical phenotypes of
individual patients with the same genotype, suggesting that
other genetic modulations might exist [1, 4]. The molecular
mechanisms underlying the heterogeneity and occasional
severity of the syndrome remain obscure and are not the
object of this paper.
The pathophysiology of 𝛽-thalassemia has been the subject of several extensive reviews, particularly on its molecular
and genetics basis [5]. In this paper, we will focus on the
mechanisms leading to end-stage maturation blockade and
thalassemic erythroid precursors premature destruction in
the bone marrow. Their understanding will probably be the
key for developing novel therapeutic approaches improving
anemia in 𝛽-thalassemia. In order to describe mechanisms
underlying ineffective erythropoiesis, we will first summarize
the current knowledge on normal hemoglobin synthesis and
normal erythropoiesis.

2. Hemoglobin Synthesis
Two distinct globin chains 𝛼 and 𝛽 (each carrying an individual heme molecule) interact to form hemoglobin dimers
𝛼/𝛽, and two dimers combine to form a hemoglobin tetramer
𝛼2 𝛽2 : the functional form of hemoglobin carrying oxygen.
Excepted the very first weeks of embryogenesis, in which
zeta chains are produced, one of the globin chains is 𝛼 and the
second chain is called “non-𝛼.” The main (98%) hemoglobin
type in the normal human adult consists of two 𝛼 and two
𝛽 chains (𝛼2 𝛽2 HbA); the minor type (2%) consists of 2𝛼
and 2𝛿 chains (𝛼2 𝛿2 HbA2). Usually, globin chains synthesis
is relatively balanced, even if some studies report a slight
excess of 𝛼 chains as a soluble pool [3, 6, 7]. In contrast, fetal
erythrocytes contain another type of hemoglobin consisting
of 2𝛼 and 2𝛾 chains (𝛼2 𝛾2 HbF), which can attract more
oxygen effectively from the maternal blood.
Globin chains originating from a common ancestral type
display a varying degree of homology. Two clusters of globins
genes are known: the first one on chromosome 16 for 𝛼-like
genes (two 𝛼-globin genes, 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 , and two zeta genes)
and the second one on chromosome 11, for 𝛽-like genes. The
5 to 3 order of 𝛽-like globin genes on chromosome 11 (𝜀- G 𝛾A𝛾
-𝛿-𝛽, two 𝛾 genes) reflects their sequential activation and
silencing, during the transition from embryonic to fetal and
from fetal to adult “hemoglobinopoiesis,” called “hemoglobin
ontogeny” or “hemoglobin chain switch.”

3. Erythropoiesis
Erythropoiesis is defined as the pathway producing mature
RBC from hematopoietic stem cells. This process includes
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several steps restricting differentiation and proliferation of
cells which undergo this erythroid program, depending on
sequential and specific erythroid gene expression. Erythropoiesis is regulated by combined effects of microenvironment and growth factors that promote survival, proliferation, and/or differentiation of erythroid progenitors and
nuclear factors that regulate transcription of genes involved
in survival and establishment of the erythroid phenotype.
RBC production is orchestrated by a complex network of
transcription factors, among which GATA-1, the master gene
of erythropoiesis, positively regulates specific erythroid genes
such as erythropoietin receptor (EpoR), glycophorin (GpA),
and globin chains. Moreover, together with the transcription
factor STAT5 (activated through EpoR activation by erythropoietin (Epo)), GATA-1 induces the expression of the antiapoptotic protein Bcl-xL [8].
Committed erythroid progenitors differentiate into the
first morphologically identified cell of the erythrocyte lineage: the proerythroblast. Next steps of erythroid differentiation are accompanied by temporally regulated changes in cell
surface protein expression, reduction in cell size, progressive
hemoglobinization, and nuclear condensation (successively
called basophilic erythroblast, polychromatophilic erythroblast, and acidophilic erythroblast, the last nucleated cell of the
mammalian erythrocyte lineage), which culminate in reticulocytes cells by nucleus, RNA, and mitochondria extrusion. In
addition, erythroid maturation requires a transient activation
of caspase-3 at the basophilic stage and translocation into the
nucleus of the inducible heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) to
protect GATA-1 from caspase-3 cleavage [9, 10].
This process occurs within the erythroblastic island, in
which a macrophage is surrounded by erythroblasts at all
stages of maturation [11, 12]. The production of erythrocytes
is the largest quantitative output of the hematopoietic system
with estimated production rates of 2 × 1011 erythrocytes per
day. The program of erythroid proliferation and differentiation must be positively and negatively regulated to ensure a
continuous but tightly controlled production of RBC.
3.1. Positive Regulation of Erythropoiesis. Erythropoiesis is
controlled by the combined effect of two major cytokines,
stem cell factor (SCF) and Epo. SCF induces proliferation
and survival and slows down differentiation of early erythroid progenitors and precursors towards the basophilic
erythroblast stage. Epo is responsible of the finely tuned
homeostatic control of erythrocyte numbers by tissue oxygenation. Interaction of Epo with the EpoR induces, through
JAK2 activation, multiple signalling pathways involving PI3
kinase, Akt, and STAT5, which prevent apoptosis, supporting
erythroid progenitors proliferation and allowing erythroid
program to occur [13–15].
3.2. Negative Regulation of Erythropoiesis by Apoptosis. The
negative regulation of erythropoiesis is mainly due to apoptosis, a fundamental cellular mechanism allowing clearance of
unneeded or potentially dangerous cells. Apoptotic programs
require the action of a family of cysteine-dependent and
aspartate-specific proteases called caspases. Two classes of
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caspases are described: initiators (caspase-8 and -9) and
effectors (caspase-3 and -7) [16, 17]. Caspase-8 is activated
by the death receptor pathway after cell surface receptorligand interaction [18]. In contrast, caspase-9 is activated
by events causing intracellular damages and alterations in
mitochondrial membrane potential (i.e., the mitochondrial
pathway) [19, 20]. Activated caspase-8 and caspase-9 then
activate effectors such as caspase-3 that cleaves GATA-1, Tal1 [21, 22], and proteins involved in cytoplasm, nucleus, and
DNA integrity, which allow the cell death program to occur.
3.3. Role of Cell Death Receptors and Epo. Death receptors
of the TNF receptor (TNF-R) superfamilies (Fas-L, TNF-𝛼,
TRAIL) activate the extrinsic apoptotic pathway. Fas and FasL are expressed in cultured erythroblasts, but controversies
regarding the level and differentiation stage at which they
are expressed have been reported. Some studies suggest the
existence of a negative regulatory feedback operating at low
Epo level in a paracrine pathway. In this system, Fas-L
expressing mature erythroblasts displays cytotoxicity against
immature erythroblasts expressing Fas [23, 24]. Epo is able to
partially protect immature erythroid cells from Fas-mediated
apoptosis. Fas and Fas-L are therefore major regulators
of erythropoiesis. In addition Fas/Fas-L interaction results,
through caspase-8 activation, in GATA-1 cleavage which
blocks erythroid differentiation and maturation [25].
The control of mature RBC production may be summarized as follow: at low doses of Epo, cells die by apoptosis;
at intermediary doses, cells are arrested in their differentiation and maturation (through GATA-1 cleavage) or enter a
program of apoptosis depending on the number of mature
erythroblasts in the bone marrow; at high dose, erythroid
progenitors and precursors pursue their maturation independently of the number of mature erythroid precursors.
3.4. Role of Caspases and Hsp70 in Differentiation and
Maturation of Erythroid Cells. The terminal differentiation
of erythroid cells exhibits some similarities with apoptosis,
such as reduction in cell size, chromatin condensation, and
degradation of nuclear components. A transient activation
of caspases by the mitochondrial pathway has been shown,
by our group and others, to be required for erythroid cells
differentiation but to not induce neither GATA-1 cleavage
nor apoptosis. We have more recently reported that Hsp70,
an ubiquitous chaperone constitutively expressed during
erythroid differentiation, protects GATA-1 in the nucleus
from caspase-3-mediated proteolysis during caspase activation. These results strongly indicate that Hsp70 is another
key erythroid antiapoptotic protein protecting GATA-1 from
caspase-3-mediated cleavage and consequently allowing BclxL expression [9, 10].

4. 𝛽-Thalassemia Ineffective Erythropoiesis
4.1. Evidences for an Ineffective Erythropoiesis in 𝛽-Thalassemia. Dyserythropoiesis in 𝛽-thalassemic patients was
suspected for a long time since it is largely recognized that
many patients with an inadequate transfusional regimen
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have a dramatic expansion of the hematopoietic marrow and
extramedullary hematopoiesis, which can lead to extensive
bone deformity and/or bone marrow mass and splenomegaly.

Erythrokinetic assays, done in the 50 s, showed that the rate
of peripheral RBC destruction in 𝛽-thalassemia was insufficient to explain severe anemia [26, 27]. Then, ferrokinetic

studies done in the 70 s, studying incorporation of 59 Fe into
newly formed RBC, suggested that probably 60%–80% of
erythroid progenitors were arrested in proliferation and/or
underwent death [28].
The bone marrow of patients suffering from 𝛽-thalassemia contains five to six times the number of erythroid precursors observed in healthy controls [29], with
increased basophilic and polychromatophilic erythroblasts
and decreased orthochromatic erythroblasts [29–32]. Moreover, it has been shown that 𝛽-thalassemic bone marrow
erythroblasts contain electron-dense alpha-globin inclusion
(aggregates) beginning at early polychromatophilic stages,
which increase in size and frequency during subsequent
maturation [33].
Taken together, these results resume the findings of
𝛽-thalassemia dyserythropoiesis in human: expansion of
very early erythroid precursors (proerythroblasts and earlier stages) and then ineffective erythropoiesis. Ineffective
erythropoiesis defines the suboptimal production of mature
erythrocytes from a proliferating pool of immature erythroblasts. It is thus characterized by (1) accelerated erythroid
differentiation, (2) maturation blockade at the polychromatophilic stage, and (3) death of erythroid precursors [29,
30, 32, 34, 35] (Figure 1).
Although early erythroid progenitors expansion is
believed to be due to a dramatic increased in Epo level as a
result of the anemic state feedback [36], other mechanisms,
yet not known, might be involved. In addition, precise
pathophysiological mechanisms of accelerated erythroid
differentiation and maturation arrest are still unknown.
However, mechanisms underlying cell death were more
studied and we intend at that point to review the different
players of this death “game.”
4.2. Enhanced Apoptosis Is a Key Feature of Ineffective Erythropoiesis in Human 𝛽-Thalassemia. It was evidenced in the
90s that 𝛽-TM erythroid precursors, but neither lymphoid
and nor myeloid precursors underwent increased apoptosis
(among 3- to 4-fold increased compared to healthy controls)
as detected in human and mice bone marrow by an increase
in DNA laddering (a sign of enhanced nucleosomal DNA
cleavage, occurring specifically during apoptosis) and then
confirmed by TUNEL labelling and exposure of phosphatidyl
serine assessed by Annexin V labelling by FACS analysis
[29, 30, 32]. In vitro findings corroborate the reduced cell
expansion in 𝛽-TM erythroid cultures and enhanced apoptosis at the polychromatophilic stage of differentiation [32].
In spite of the markedly increased rate of apoptosis
of 𝛽-thalassemic erythroid precursors, BM smears of these
patients do not show high increased number of dying erythroblasts. Indeed, 15% to 20% of bone marrow erythroid
precursors (CD45− /CD71+ ) present apoptotic features in
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Figure 1: Difference between normal and 𝛽-thalassemia ineffective erythropoiesis. Erythropoiesis is the pathway producing mature
RBCs from hematopoietic stem cells, including several proliferation and differentiation steps. Erythroid differentiation is accompanied
by temporally regulated changes in cell surface protein expression, reduction in cell size, progressive hemoglobinization, and nuclear
condensation and extrusion. 𝛽-thalassemia dyserythropoiesis in human is characterized by expansion of very early erythroid precursors
(proerythroblasts and earlier stages) and then ineffective erythropoiesis. Ineffective erythropoiesis defines the suboptimal production of
mature erythrocytes from a proliferating pool of immature erythroblasts characterized by (1) accelerated erythroid differentiation, (2)
maturation blockade at the polychromatophilic stage, and (3) death of erythroid precursors.

aspirates [29, 30, 32]. This paradox might be explained by
increased phagocytosis of abnormal precursors erythroblasts
expressing phosphatidyl serine by bone marrow macrophages
whose number and activation are enhanced, respectively, by
about 2-fold in TM [29, 37, 38]. As a consequence, the delivery
of thalassemic RBCs to the peripheral blood in the 𝛽-TM
major patients is much reduced.
4.3. Apoptotic Pathways Involved in 𝛽-Thalassemia Ineffective
Erythropoiesis. Studies of apoptotic death receptor pathways
have shown that Fas and FasL are coexpressed early and
at all stages of terminal differentiation. Both proteins are
downregulated in bone marrow or spleen in proerythroblast
and basophilic cells in 𝛽-thalassemic mice compared to
control mice in vivo. No statistically difference was found
in more mature cells. This down regulation in Fas/FasL
expression might be a marker of erythropoietic stress [39] and
might explain at least in part erythroid expansion.
Regarding the intrinsic apoptotic pathway, it was
expected that it would have been also involved because it
could be induced by cellular oxidant injury. Nevertheless,
the involvement of this mitochondrial pathway has not been
evidenced to date in 𝛽-thalassemia [40].
4.4. Role of Oxidant Injury in 𝛽-Thalassemia Ineffective
Erythropoiesis
4.4.1. Excess of Unmatched Globin Chains Generates Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS). Occurrence of increased death at
the polychromatophil stage of differentiation in TM [32]

coincides with the stage of intense hemoglobinization [4, 27,
41, 42].
It could partially be explained by accumulation and
precipitation of the unmatched 𝛼-globin chains at this stage,
forming aggregates [33]. Indeed, there is several evidence that
membrane components oxidation might play an important
role in 𝛽-thalassemia pathophysiology [5, 43]. Free 𝛼-globin
which is highly unstable and bound to heme and iron
could generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) that damage
cellular proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids [44, 45]. Data
describing ROS production during erythroid differentiation
in thalassemia are scarce [46]. A significant increase in
ROS production both in early and late erythroid precursors
compared to normal erythroblasts was evidenced in 𝛽thalassemia intermedia [35] or 𝛽-thalassemia/HbE [34]. Thus
it was speculated that the excess of ROS, by damaging
components of RBC, might reduce lifespan of these cells and
cause a premature RBC clearance by hemolysis (a passive
process) [45]. However there is no robust evidence that ROS
production is the direct cause of increased apoptosis in 𝛽thalassemic erythroid cell precursors [5]. The observation
that there are no differences [35] or a dramatic decrease [34]
in ROS levels during thalassemic erythroid differentiation
pleads against a direct mechanism leading to high ROS levels
and apoptosis, since significant increased apoptosis was only
observed in late differentiation stage (polychromatophilic
stage and after) [32]. Actually, the direct link between increase
of ROS and apoptosis has never been demonstrated in normal
human erythroid cells. However in other cell models, ROS
activate apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) and Junkinase which can induce apoptosis (extrinsic or intrinsic
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signaling pathway) [47]. ROS are also known to trigger the
intrinsic apoptotic cascade via interactions with proteins of
the mitochondrial permeability transition complex [48].
In conclusion, even if increased ROS levels might be
an actor of erythroid cell precursors death by inducing
damages of erythroid cell components, the pathophysiological relationship between apoptosis and accumulation of
the unmatched 𝛼-globin chain in erythroblasts needs to be
clarified. To date, no data provide clear evidences that the
apoptotic mechanism involves ROS. On the other hand, the
role of ROS in accelerated cell differentiation, another characteristic of ineffective erythropoiesis, is questionable [34]
since antioxidants inhibit the in vitro erythroid progenitors
differentiation from mice fetal liver [49].
4.4.2. Damaging Membrane Structures: A Cause of Ineffective
Erythropoiesis? Unmatched 𝛼-globin chains and ROS production could induce alterations in membrane deformability,
stability, and cellular hydration in addition to damages to
cytoskeleton, explaining peripheral hemolysis [50]. Protein
4.1, a major component of the skeleton controlling its
crosslinking, is partially oxidized in 𝛽-thalassemia’s mature
erythroblasts [51]. 𝛼-globins accumulation can occur even
from the proerythroblast stage and such deposits were shown
to colocalize with areas of defective assembly of the membrane skeletal proteins spectrin and protein 4.1 [31, 52]. Furthermore, very early in erythropoiesis, a defective assembly of
the transmembrane band 3 protein was reported, which was
not spatially related to 𝛼-globin deposits. This band 3 defect
seems to disappear at the intermediate or late normoblast
stage, suggesting either that the defect was temporary or
that it severely affected band-3-deficient erythroid precursors
which died and were removed. Furthermore, oxidant injury
led to clustering of band 3, which in turn produced a
neoantigen that bound IgG and complement [5, 53]. Extramembranous IgG/complement complex provided signals for
macrophages to remove such affected erythroid precursors
and RBC.
All these studies showed that 𝛽-thalassemic RBC membranes exhibited abnormalities in membrane skeletal proteins. Thus, it could also be postulated that the accumulation
of 𝛼 chains destabilizes the membrane and could participate
in ineffective erythropoiesis, but it cannot be the unique
explanation of the major increase of apoptosis [30, 31].
4.4.3. The 𝛼-Hb-Stabilizing Protein (AHSP) Is an ErythroidSpecific Private Chaperone Protein That Specifically Binds 𝛼Hb. Recently, an 𝛼-hemoglobin-stabilizing protein (AHSP)
was identified. This protein specifically binds to and stabilizes
free 𝛼 chains. AHSP is a 102 amino acid erythroid-specific
protein induced by the essential erythroid transcription
factor GATA-1 [54]. AHSP is abundant in late-stage erythroid
precursors, in which its expression kinetics match with 𝛼globin ones [55]. Stabilization of native folded 𝛼-globin by
AHSP might be particularly important when heme quantity
is limited, for example, during iron deficiency. Indeed, the
presence of functional iron response element (IRE) in the 3
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untranslated region of human AHSP mRNA stabilizes this
transcript in low iron conditions [56, 57].
A second AHSP function is to detoxify the excess of 𝛼globin chains. Protein interaction screening has shown that
AHSP binds free 𝛼 globin and 𝛼-hemoglobin (unmatched 𝛼
-globin chains bound to heme) (𝛼-Hb). Subsequent investigations provide evidence that AHSP acts as a protein-specific
molecular chaperone to fold and stabilize 𝛼-globin for HbA
synthesis [58] and to protect erythroid cells against the
deleterious effects of excess free 𝛼-Hb [45]. AHSP stabilizes
the structure of 𝛼-Hb and detoxifies it by inhibiting the
ability of heme iron to participate in chemical reactions
that generate damaging ROS in RBC [45, 54, 59, 60]. In 𝛽thalassemia mice model, loss of AHSP deficiency exacerbates
anemia [45]. 𝐴𝐻𝑆𝑃−/− mice present mild hemolytic anemia
and hemoglobin precipitation in RBCs [45]. 𝐴𝐻𝑆𝑃−/− mice
exhibited also an elevated proportion of immature erythroid
precursors, a maturation arrest, and excess of apoptosis [45].
This effect could also reflect ineffective erythropoiesis as a
consequence of excess of free 𝛼 chains.
The role of AHSP in human disease remains an open
question. Naturally occurring mutations that ablate AHSP
expression or alter the protein structure are rare [61, 62].
However, in human studies it was found that quantitative
variation in AHSP expression between different individuals
is extremely common [61]. Causal relationships between
decreased AHSP expression and severity of thalassemic
syndromes have not been established unequivocally [57].
4.5. Role of Heme and Heme Inhibitors in 𝛽-Thalassemia
Ineffective Erythropoiesis. Excess of 𝛼-globin chains are associated with reduced heme production in late erythroid progenitors [35]. How the globin chain imbalance might affect
the rate of heme synthesis is still a matter of investigation.
The reduction of heme biosynthesis in 𝛽-thalassemic erythropoiesis has nevertheless a positive action to prevent the
cytotoxic effect of free heme excess. Other cytoprotective
mechanisms in response to oxidative stress in 𝛽-thalassemic
erythroid cells also probably involve PRDX2 protein. PRDX2
is abundantly expressed during 𝛽-thalassemic erythropoiesis
and binds heme in erythroid precursors, possibly playing an
additional role to protect maturing cells by free heme from
apoptosis [35].
Another protective factor in 𝛽-thalassemic erythropoiesis
involves the heme-regulated inhibitor of protein translation, which represses globin translation in heme-deficient
erythroid precursors. Heme-regulated inhibitor of protein
translation plays a role in murine 𝛽-thalassemia, since anemia
is more severe in 𝛽-thalassemic mice genetically lacking
this protein [63, 64]. Roles of heme or heme inhibitors in
ineffective erythropoiesis are still not known.
4.6. Role of Inflammatory Cytokines in Ineffective Erythropoiesis in 𝛽-Thalassemia Patients. Increased level of several
inflammatory cytokines has been reported in 𝛽-TM and
might contribute to ineffective erythropoiesis, through the
well-known mechanism of “anemia associated with a chronic
disease.”
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Further studies have shown an increased of TNF-𝛼
concentration in 𝛽-TM patients, unrelated to splenectomy
[65, 66] or only in the splenectomised patients group [67–69].
In these studies, the authors suggested that the main cause for
TNF-𝛼 rise was macrophage activation due to iron overload
and the antigenic stimulation induced by chronic transfusion
therapy.
TNF-𝛼 inhibits erythropoiesis in vivo and in vitro [70–
80]. However, the mechanism by which TNF-𝛼 inhibits
erythroid progenitor cells remains unclear. TNF-𝛼 induces an
increase of apoptosis within the compartment of immature
erythroblasts and a decrease in mature erythroblasts. TNF𝛼 inhibits directly the BFU-E colony growth [70, 79, 80]
whereas inhibition of CFU-E colony growth by the TNF-𝛼
is indirect via stimulation of 𝛽-interferon production from
accessory cells [81, 82]. TNF-𝛼 might act directly on the TNF
receptor expressed on immature erythroblasts or by inducing
ceramide synthesis, lipids component of the cell membrane
which can act as a signaling molecule involved in TNFinduced apoptosis. It was also reported that the inhibitory
effect of TNF-𝛼 on erythroid maturation might be involved
in NF-𝜅B induction [70]. TNF-𝛼 cannot only directly inhibit
erythroid differentiation but also facilitate proliferation of
nonerythroid precursor cells (such as dendritics cells) in
chronic disease with inflammatory syndrome [80].
Furthermore, it was described that transforming growth
factor-𝛽 (TGF-𝛽) plasma level was higher in 𝛽-TM splenectomized patients as compared to control group as well as
other cytokines from TGF-𝛽 superfamily [83]. Therefore,
TGF-𝛽 is a paradoxical inhibitor of normal erythropoiesis
that acts by blocking proliferation and accelerating differentiation of erythroid progenitors [84]. Its potential role in
pathophysiological mechanisms of 𝛽-thalassemia ineffective
erythropoiesis has not been studied to date.
4.7. Other Pathophysiological Pathways Involved in
𝛽-Thalassemia Ineffective Erythropoiesis
4.7.1. Macrophages Number and Activation Are Enhanced. As
described above, macrophages number and level of activation
are enhanced in bone marrow of 𝛽-thalassemic patients [29,
37]. It was suggested that macrophages activation was due
to iron overload and antigenic stimulation related to chronic
transfusion therapy [83]. Those activated macrophages selectively phagocyte apoptotic erythroblasts exhibiting “eat me
signal” [37, 38, 85], thereby contributing to the ineffective
erythropoiesis.
It has been demonstrated that thalassemic erythrocytes
are phagocytosed by activated macrophages in vitro [85],
and the mean number of 𝛽-thalassemic cells ingested by
monocytes was found to be approximatively 30% higher than
that for normal monocytes [86]. Mechanisms involved in the
recognition of apoptotic erythroblasts by macrophages are
not fully understood, but CD36 at the surface of macrophages
and phosphatidyl serine residues exposed on apoptotic erythroblasts membrane appear to be involved [37]. Furthermore, oxidant injury that produced a IgG-bound neoantigen
band 3, associated to complement, provided signals for
macrophages to remove such affected erythroblasts [53].
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4.7.2. Epo Response to Anemia in 𝛽-Thalassemia Major. In
𝛽-thalassemia, Epo is dramatically increased in response
to anemia and hypoxia [87]. Nevertheless, Epo response is
blunted as compared with Epo response in aplastic anemia
or iron deficiency anemia [88, 89]. Underlying mechanisms
for the blunted Epo response in patients with 𝛽-TM are not
well understood. Three hypotheses are suggested:
(i) increased capture and faster clearance of Epo by
erythroid cells hyperplasia [90],
(ii) inhibition of Epo renal synthesis by inflammatory
cytokines (IL-1𝛼, IL-1𝛽, TGF-𝛽, or TNF-𝛼) [91] as
showed in other anemias of chronic disease [92–96]
or by impaired renal function [89, 97–101]; very high
serum Epo levels were found in young patients with
𝛽-TM and 𝛽-thalassemia intermedia, comparable to
the levels found in patients with aplastic anemia,
which were different from the levels found in older
thalassemia patients with the same degree of anemia;
it is suggested, therefore, that a decrease in serum Epo
levels could develop during the course of the disease
[102, 103],
(iii) The low oxygen-Hb affinity and subsequent right
shifting of oxygen-Hb dissociation curve would facilitate tissue oxygen availability, decreasing the hypoxic
burden to anemia. Both low oxygen-Hb affinity and
increased 2,3-diphosphoglycerate levels [104] present
in 𝛽-TM might induce an inadequate Epo response to
a given degree of anemia.
Nevertheless, increased Epo level, secondary to profound
anemia, is believed to be the cause of early erythroid progenitors and precursors expansion in 𝛽-TM [87]. In 𝛽-TM mice
model, it was shown that persistent activation of JAK2, as a
consequence of high levels of Epo, drives erythroid expansion
and extramedullary hematopoiesis, thus might constitute a
target, by using JAK2 inhibitors, to treat this complication and
decrease transfusion burden [105].
4.7.3. Iron Overload in Thalassemia. Tissue iron overload is
the most important complication of 𝛽-thalassemia and is a
major focus of therapeutic management [42, 106].
Blood transfusion is a comprehensive source of iron loading for 𝛽-thalassemia patients. Nevertheless, iron overload
occurs also in patients who have not received transfusions
such as patients suffering from thalassemia intermedia [42,
107, 108]. Decreased levels of hepcidin in these patients
explain this paradoxical feature. Hepcidin is a key regulator
of iron homeostasis: it blocks iron release from macrophages
and hepatocytes and inhibits intestinal iron absorption.
Its liver expression increases in response to iron overload
and inflammatory stimuli [4, 109]. If hepcidin expression
would be correctly regulated, it should be increased in 𝛽thalassemia patients in order to decrease intestinal iron
absorption. However, the opposite effect is observed [110,
111]. Indeed, two hepcidin erythroid regulators have been
reported: the growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15) and
the twisted gastrulation protein homolog 1 (TWSG1) [112,
113]. High concentrations of both proteins, members of the
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TGF-𝛽 superfamily, were evidenced in 𝛽-thalassemia serum
compared to normal human serum. These proteins downregulate hepcidin secretion by hepatocytes [112, 114]. GDF15
expression is associated with cellular stress and apoptosis
and is expressed at low level during normal erythropoiesis.
While 𝛽-thalassemic erythroid differentiation, GDF15 has
been shown to be secreted by apoptotic erythroid cells at
final stages. In contrast, the highest levels of TWSG1 were
detected at early stages of erythroblast differentiation, before
hemoglobinization [113].
Red blood cell membranes from thalassemic patients
carry abnormal deposits of iron, presumed to mediate a
variety of oxidative induced membrane dysfunctions. The
combination of iron overload and increased outpouring of
catabolic iron from the reticuloendothelial system overwhelms the iron-carrying reticuloendothelial system and
the iron capacity of transferrin, the main transport protein,
to bind and detoxify iron. Non-transferrin-bound fraction
of plasma iron might promote the generation of malonyldialdehyde [115] and free hydroxyl radicals, propagators of
oxygen-related damage [42, 116, 117]. In addition, several
pathobiochemical consequences in thalassemic RBC membranes, such as increased lipid peroxidation and protein thiol
oxidation, have been linked to the deposition of generic
iron on the cytosolic leaflet of plasma membrane. This
mechanism could also contribute to erythroblast apoptosis
[118].
It has been shown in mouse model of 𝛽-thalassemia
intermedia that decreasing iron availability of erythroid cells
limits the formation of toxic alpha-chain/heme aggregates
and improves ineffective erythropoiesis and anemia [119].
Moreover, it was hypothesized that oral iron chelators,
which have an enhanced capacity to penetrate through cell
membrane, might be useful in chelating these pathologic
iron deposits responsible for ROS generation [118]. This
suggestion receives further support from in vitro and some
in vivo studies using these treatments. It was shown that
membrane free-iron content decreased as did heme content
of RBC membranes from deferiprone-treated thalassemic
patients [118]. It has been recently described that deferasirox
therapy in 𝛽-TM patients is associated with higher levels of
circulating erythroid burst-forming unit than controls and
other iron chelators [120].
Furthermore, 𝛽-TM patients with severe hemochromatosis may develop severe endocrine complications due to
iron overload. Hypogonadism, hypothyroidism, and hypoadrenalism may also contribute to anemia. Thus endocrinopathy must be monitored regularly and treated with hormone
replacement [121].
4.7.4. Masked Deficit of Folic Acid in Thalassemia. Folic acid
deficiency has been reported in both thalassemia major and
minor [122–124], as a consequence of increased folate use
caused by increased erythropoiesis. It can lead to overestimation of RBC deficiency. Daily folate supplementation is
currently advised for patients with hemoglobinopathy [124].
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5. Conclusion
The pathophysiological mechanisms of ineffective erythropoiesis in 𝛽-thalassemia could be the conjunction of several
mechanisms of which the final consequence is the arrest of
maturation and increased apoptosis of erythroblasts during
their terminal differentiation stage.
Putative actors of ineffective erythropoiesis are suggested
to be (1) oxidative stress induced by the excess of 𝛼-globin
secondary to the 𝛼/𝛽 globin imbalance, (2) iron overload,
and (3) endocrines and cytokine and environmental factors.
Key questions still remain to be addressed: how deposition
of 𝛼-globin chains and/or ROS production in erythroid
precursors induce apoptosis and if antiapoptotic processes
(involving heat shock protein) in erythroid cells are deficient
or overwhelm. In the future it will be critical to decipher the
precise role and mechanisms of these components in order
to understand the ineffective erythropoiesis in 𝛽-thalassemia
and to develop new therapeutic strategies based on these
potential targets.
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